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Abstract: We have theoretically characterized the ground state and the excited state properties of wybutine, a naturally fluorescent modified base occuring in tRNAs, using configuration interaction singles (CIS) and time dependent density functional (TDDFT) methods.
Both gas phase excited state properties and solvent effects, modelled through Onsager reaction field method, were considered. In addition to vertical excitation energies, the fluorescence transitions were calculated, based on S1 equilibrium geometry optimized at CIS
level. Our computations show encouraging agreement with known experimental data either
directly (TDDFT) or after applying empirical scaling (CIS). The fluorescence Stokes’ shift
for the S0 ← S1 transition is computed taking into account the contributions from both intramolecular and solvent reorganization processes. The results suggest that intramolecular
relaxation of the S1 state accounts for the major part of the magnitude of the Stokes’ shift,
while the role of solvent reorganization seems to be of less importance.
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1 Introduction
Dynamics of transfer RNAs and particularly of their anticodon domain have been of interest to investigators due to its relevance to codon binding. A number of them has exploited the fluorescence properties
of wybutine (Y, fig. 1), a modified base 30 to the anticodon mGAA of yeast tRNAP he to extract information about the intriguing possibility that codon binding may lead to a triggering of a conformational
transition which propagates through the entire tRNA molecule thereby exerting a controlling effect on
its functions.
Bases in the analogous position of most other tRNAs of known sequence have been shown to be
modified adenines. The Y base differs from all of these bases because its absorption maximum occurs
at about 315 nm [1]. This is considerably to the red of the maxima of most known nucleic acid bases.
Significant changes in fluorescence intensities and anisotropy decay rates have been observed when
Mg2+ concentration has been changed [2, 3]. A 250% increase in fluorescence intensity occurs gradually
as the Mg2+ ion concentration is raised [4]. However, the increase in intensity occurs with virtually no
change in the shape of the excitation spectrum and with a small shift in frequency.
If yeast tRNAP he is treated at pH 2.8 for 3 hr, the Y base gets specifically cleaved from the tRNA
liberating a fluorescent fragment Y+ , with very similar emission properties [1]. The fluorescence of Y+
was found to be independent of the solution concentration of Mg2+ .
Measurement of the relative efficiency of Y+ fluorescence in H2 O and CHCl3 indicated that Y+
was more than 6 times as fluorescent in a relatively nonpolar solvent than it is in water. The emission
maximum of Y+ in water occurs at least 20 nm to the red of the maximum in CHCl3 . The emission of
Y+ in CHCl3 , in fact, closely resembles the emission of Y in intact tRNAP he .

Figure 1. The Y base.
Changes in fluorescence properties of wybutine have also been observed on codon binding [3, 5, 6].
These results indicate the existence of at least two distinct conformations [6] or three [3] which differ in
their solvation environments and mobilities. One of these probable conformations, with the least amount
of mobility, is postulated to be that observed in the crystal structure, with Y37 nicely stacked in between
A36 and A38, thereby encountering a predominantly hydrophobic environment. The other (or other two)
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Figure 2. The wybutine model used in the present calculation.
substates which arise at low magnesium concentrations or with codon binding are characterized by larger
mobilities and is postulated to arise due to unstacking of the Y37 base either due to destabilisation of the
anticodon loop or due to interaction with the codon bases.
We recently carried out extensive molecular dynamics simulations of the solvated anticodon domain
of yeast tRNAP he in the presence and absence of the codon trinucleotides UUC and UUU complexed
to the anticodon bases [7]. We found from this simulation that binding of codon does indeed cause
a significant structural deviation which is localized near the wybutine region. Wybutine also showed
instances of increased fluctuation with codon binding.
To our knowledge, there is as yet no theoretical investigation of the fluorescence properties of wybutine although a CNDO/S estimate of the ground and excited state properties and energies of wybutine
and its substructures was previously reported [8].
Here we report results obtained from the application of semi-empirical, CIS and TDDFT methods
to calculate the excited state properties of wybutine and compare them to previous theoretical and experimental results. The ground and excited state properties were studied both in the gas phase and the
water phase using the simplified Onsager reaction field method. In the present work we have studied a
simplified model of wybutine in which its long tail has been replaced by a methyl group. This preserves
the essential electronic properties while reducing the computational efforts considerably. For free form
purines, interpretation of the electronic spectra is complicated by the N7 H ↔N9 H tautomeric equilibrium. Since binding of wybutine to the sugar-phosphate backbone atoms occurs through N9 , we have
considered only the N9 H form for this study. We plan to consider the effect of Mg2+ , explicit water
molecules and stacking of adjacent bases in subsequent works.
2 Computational Details
The base Y has been observed in slightly different forms: Y in yeast tRNAP he [9]; Yw in wheat germ
tRNAP he [10] and Yt in Torulopsis utilis tRNAP he [11].
The initial structure for Y base for subsequent calculations was obtained from a 2.7 Å resolution
yeast tRNAP he crystal structure [12] from the Brookhaven database (PDB code 6TNA). Structure of a
wybutine-derivative is also obtainable in the CMBI database [13] and structure of the Yt base from [14].
The truncated model base used in our calculations is shown in figure 2 where a hydrogen and a methyl
group have been manually added to the N9 and C12 positions to replace the sugar and the long chain
respectively.
The semi-empirical calculations in the present work has been carried out with MOPAC 7.0 [15]. The
truncated structure was BFGS optimized with a gradient norm requirement of 0.01 using a restricted
Hartree-Fock AM1 hamiltonian [16]. The excited state calculation was performed using a multielec-
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Table 1. Transition energies in eV [nm] and oscillator strengths at ground state geometry (S0 ). The CIS
energies were scaled by a factor of 0.72.

S0 → S1
f

AM1
4.16[298]
-

CIS/6-31G(d,p)
4.67[265]
0.09

TDDFT/6-31G(d,p)
4.23[293]
0.06

Experiment
3.96[313]
-

tron configuration interaction procedure. For calculating the S0 → S1 transition, 9 configurations were
included. Using a similar procedure, the S1 state was optimized and the energy gaps calculated.
Ab initio results were obtained with Gaussian98 suite of programs [17] using the configuration interaction singles (CIS) and the time dependent density functional (TDDFT) procedures. Configuration
interaction singles method has been described as the simplest level of theory that can be used to include
some correlation effects through the mixing of excited determinants [18]. Recently, time dependent
density-functional theory has been applied also with success for calculating the excitation energies of
large molecules [19].
To properly account for orbital relaxation effects, permanent dipole moments of the excited state were
computed using the CIS density. Geometry optimisations of the S1 state were carried out at the CIS/631G(d,p) level as well as the CIS/6-311G(d,p) level. The excited state properties were also calculated in
the gas phase at the optimized geometries with TDDFT method using the B3LYP functional [20]. The
ground state geometry was optimized from the initial structure using a HF/6-311G(d,p) procedure.
Solvation effects on the absorption and emission transitions of wybutine were calculated using the
Onsager model [21], which considers the dipolar interaction of a spherical cavity containing the solute
dipole with the reaction field of a dielectric continuum, characterized by its refractive index and static
dielectric constant. The cavity radius was taken to be 4.83 Å for both the ground and the excited state.
The dielectric constant was taken to be 78.39. Calculations for fluorescence Stokes’ shift in water was
at the CIS/6-31G(d,p) level where the S1 state geometry was optimized at the CIS/6-311G(d,p) level.
3 Results and Discussion

Transition characteristics
Spectroscopic studies on Y base and related compounds reveal the existence of three major transitions
above 220 nm. The S0 → S1 transition is observed as a weak transition at 313 nm followed by another
weak transition at 263 nm and a strong transition at 235 nm [9].
The previous CNDO/S computation of the spectral features of wybutine showed only a partial agreement with the observed features [8]. The S0 → S1 transition was computed to lie at higher energies (283
nm) than observed although the weak nature of the transition was reproduced. The second calculated
transition (S0 → S2 ) had so weak intensity, that it was not expected to be observed. Accordingly, the
next observed transition was ascribed to the S0 → S3 excitation. But the intensity of the transition was
calculated to be much higher than what was observed. The energy of the T1 → S0 was found to be closer
to the experimental value. Calculation on the emission characteristics of the molecule was not reported.
A preliminary semi-empirical calculation with the AM1 hamiltonian on our model base and using
the multi-electron configuration interaction (as implemented in MOPAC 7.0) showed an approximate
agreement with the experimental values (tables 1 and 2).
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Table 2. Transition energies in eV [nm] and oscillator strengths at the excited state geometry (S1 ). The
CIS energies have been scaled by a factor of 0.72. The third and fourth columns correspond to geometry optimisation at CIS/6-31G(d,p) level while the fifth and sixth columns correspond to geometry
optimisation at CIS/6-311G(d,p) level
AM1
S0 → S1
f

CIS/631G(d,p)
3.06[405] 4.11[302]
0.17

TDDFT/631G(d,p)
3.95[314]
0.07

CIS/631G(d,p)
3.02[411]
0.20

TDDFT/631G(d,p)
2.99[414]
0.11

Experiment
2.76[450]
-

Semi-empirical AM1 calculations for the S0 → S1 transitions and its reverse yielded the transition
wavelengths of 298 nm and 405 nm respectively. Experimentally, the emission maximum of Y base
in tRNA in solution is observed to occur around 450 nm. It is interesting that AM1 reproduces the
observed values much better than ab initio CIS calculations and is comparable to TDDFT results for
these transitions.
As a rule, excitation energies are substantially overestimated in the CIS calculations, since it fails to
properly account for differences in dynamical electron correlation in the ground and the excited states.
Broo and Holmén have suggested that this difference is comparable in all the nucleobases and have used
a scaling factor of 0.72 for the excitation energies of π − π ∗ transitions [22].
In table 1 we report the transition energies at the ground state geometry and in table 2 the energetics for
excited state (S1 ) geometries optimized at the CIS/6-31G(d,p) and CIS/6-311G(d,p) levels respectively.
The time-dependent density functional results are seen to approximate better to the experimental values
in the ground state. However, in the higher level opimized excited state geometries, the CIS results were
comparable to the DFT energies after scaling.

Solvation effects on the absorption and emission spectra
Solvent dependent spectral shifts usually arise from either general or specific solvent effects. The former
results from interactions of the dipole moment of the fluorescent species with the reaction field in the
surrounding solvent. Specific effects, on the other hand, result from short range interactions with solvent
molecules like hydrogen bonding.
The CNDO/S calculation of the changes in electron densities on excitation of the Y base showed that
both imidazole rings were involved and that a considerable amount of charge transfer occured [8].
Spectral shift is largely influenced by the dipole change in going from the ground state to the excited
state. However, for wybutine we found the dipole change not to be so large. For a representative calculation within the self consistent reaction field model, it was observed to change from 8.6 D in the ground
state to 9.5 D in the excited state (table 3). However, on subsequent reorganisation of the excited state
obtained by optimisation, it relaxes to 7.1 D. In comparison, Stark effect experiments on tryptophan has
yielded a dipole change of 6 D [23].
The direction of the dipole moment vector (figure 3) did not change appreciably for the absorption
process. However, in the emission process, a large change was observed concomitant to a nonplanar
distorted shape for the excited state optimized structure (table 3).
Within the framework of the Onsager model, the solvation energy is estimated following [24] by
considering the interaction of a spherical cavity of radius a0 containing the solute with the reaction field
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Figure 3. A scheme for describing the angle between the electric dipole moment vector and the molecular
reference axis in the molecular plane.

of the solvent.
In absorption, the ground state is in equilibrium with the solvent and the reaction field is given by
R = (2µ0 /a30 ){(² − 1)/(2² + 1)}, where ² is the static dielectric constant of the solvent. The solvation
energy of the ground state is thus
½

E0solv = −

²−1
2
µ · µ0
3 0
2² + 1
a0

¾

(1)

The vertical transition is to an S1 state in which only the electronic response is realized. The reaction
field felt by the final state arising from the orientational part of solvent polarisation corresponds to the
fully relaxed ground state. The solvation energy of the S1 state in the absorptive process is thus given
by [24]
"

E1solv

)

(

(

n2 − 1
n2 − 1
²−1
2
+ µ1 · µ 1
− 2
= − 3 µ1 · µ0
2n2 + 1
2² + 1 2n + 1
a0

)#

(2)

where n is the solvent refractive index. The two terms on the right hand side of equation2 reflect the
contributions from the orientational and electronic solvent responses, respectively. The vertical S0 → S1
excitation energy in the solution phase is
gas
sol
E0→1
= E0→1
+ E1solv − E0solv

(3)

Table 3. S0 and S1 dipole moments, solvation energies and vertical transition energies (energies are in
eV). The emission data are from the CIS/6-311G(d,p) optimized structure.
State
Absorption
S0
S1
Emission
S0
S1

µ/D

φ

E Solv

gas
E0→1

soln
E0→1

8.5745
9.5074

18.0
18.4

-0.40
-0.46

4.65

4.59 [270]

7.9505
7.1479

28.5
11.4

-0.34
-0.29

3.02

3.07 [404]
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In the emission process the situation is reversed. Assuming that the solvent relaxation time is much
shorter than the S1 lifetime, the excited state is fully relaxed and the ground state experiences the orientational reaction field corresponding to the dipole moment of the S1 state.
In table 3 we show the solvation energies for the S0 and S1 states obtained using the dipole moments
corresponding to the ground state and the excited state optimized structures. The static dielectric constant
and the refractive index for these calculations were taken as ² = 78.39 and n = 1.33.
From the values for the S0 → S1 and S1 → S0 transition energies in table 3, the fluorescence Stokes’
shift in water is calculated as 134 nm, which compares favourably with the experimental value of ∼ 130
nm. The contribution from the solvent reorganisation energy is seen to be pretty small however. This
agrees with similar calculations on aminopurine [24].
4 Conclusion
We have reported here results from calculation of electronic transition energies and other transition characteristics of the hypemodified wybutine base which is utilized as a naturally occuring fluorescence probe
for conformational dynamics of yeast tRNAPhe . The calculations were carried out at semi-empirical level
using the AM1 hamiltonian and at ab initio level using CIS and TDDFT methods. Both gas phase and
solution properties were investigated.
When compared to experimental observations, our results suggest that AM1 at the semi-empirical
level and TDDFT at the ab initio level better reproduces the transition energies than the CIS method.
However, although CIS was worse in giving transition energies, the Stokes’ shift in water calculated
with CIS showed a good agreement with observations. We also found that the spectral shift of wybutine
in an aqueous environment arises from vibrational relaxation rather than solvent reorganisation.
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